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ENGLISH SUMMARY

In chapter 2, a systematic review of all commercially available intra-operative 
enzymatic and mechanical isolation procedures of stromal vascular fraction (SVF) 
was performed. Pubmed, EMBASE (OvidSP) and the Cochrane central register of 
controlled trials databases were searched until September 2016. Studies validating 
SVF isolation procedures based on cell yield, viability of nucleated cells, composition 
of SVF, duration, cost and characteristics of procedures were included. In total, thirteen 
studies evaluating eighteen procedures were included. None of the procedures in terms 
of cell yield, viability of nucleated cells or composition of SVF could be designated 
as preferred method due to a large heterogeneity in validation methods. However, 
major differences in duration and costs between enzymatic and mechanical procedures 
exist. In general, enzymatic isolation procedures are time-consuming and expensive 
due to the use of non-autologous material e.g. enzymes or animal derived products 
and disposable components. Mechanical isolation procedures are less time-consuming 
and less expensive because only shear stress is used as dissociation method. Moreover, 
mechanical isolation procedures result in a tissue like SVF (tSVF) with intact intercellular 
communications including the extracellular matrix, while enzymatic isolation results in 
a single cell suspension of SVF (cellular, cSVF). Therefore, mechanically isolated tSVF 
has been used in our prospective randomized clinical trials.  

In chapter 3 a mechanical isolation procedure, the so-called Fractionation of Adipose 
Tissue (FAT) procedure was developed and validated to isolate tSVF from harvested 
lipoaspirate. The FAT procedure consists of three consecutive steps: centrifugation 
followed by fractionation and subsequently centrifugation. The obtained tSVF was 
validated based on viability, histological composition and presents of adipose derived 
stromal cells (ASCs). ASCs were characterized based on function, phenotype and 
ability to form colony forming units. All these aforementioned protocols to perform 
and validate the FAT procedure were presented in an overview in chapter 6. The FAT 
procedure was able to concentrate tSVF tenfold containing mainly extracellular matrix 
and vasculature by destructing adipocytes. Viability of tSVF was up to 100%. ASCs 
isolated from tSVF were not affected by the FAT procedure and showed a comparable 
multilineage differentiation capacity, CD expression as well as ability to form colonies 
in comparison with non-processed ASCs. Hence, the FAT procedure was able to isolate 
tSVF preserving all regenerative components in a small volume within twenty minutes 
and is therefore suitable for intra-operative use. 

Although the FAT procedure was efficient in isolating tSVF, some improvements could 
be made to improve its usability. The original fractionator contained an off-centered 
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internal disk with three holes of 1.4 mm. The absence of a central hole frequently 
resulted in regular blocking due fibrotic tissue in lipoaspirate. Furthermore, the 
original fractionator was reusable which is, with respect to patient safety, less safe as 
a disposable device. In chapter 4, a disposable one-hole fractionator was developed 
and compared to the original reusable three-hole fractionator regarding histological 
composition, composition based on CD marker expression, the ability of cells to form 
colony forming units and the number of cells isolated as well as their viability. No 
differences were observed in histological composition as well as composition based on 
CD marker expression between tSVF isolated by both types of fractionators. Moreover, 
the number of cells enzymatically isolated from tSVF as well as their viability and 
ability to form colony form units was comparable between both types of fractionators. 
Additionally, the number of procedures that blocked during process was lower when 
the disposable one-hole fractionator was used. This study demonstrated the improved 
usability of the disposable one-hole fractionator without losing its efficiency in isolating 
tSVF compared to the original reusable three-hole fractionator. 

One of the main advantages of tSVF isolated by means of the FAT procedure was 
the increased number of regenerative cells in one ml of tissue in comparison with 
unprocessed lipoaspirate. In this way, a higher number of regenerative cells can be 
injected in small volume areas such as small joints suffering from osteoarthritis. Recently 
published studies show that SVF or ASCs can be effective in reducing inflammation of 
chondrocytes, one of the key players in osteoarthritis. In chapter 5, we have investigated 
if tSVF isolated by means of the FAT procedure is able to reduce the pro-inflammatory 
state of chondrocytes in vitro. In this study, the proliferation of chondrocytes and 
production of sulphated glycosaminoglycans (sGAG) by chondrocytes co-cultured with 
various ratios of enzymatically isolated tSVF cells was studied. Moreover, the expression 
of interleukin-1β (IL-1β) and cyclo-oxygenase 2 (COX2) during co-culture of tumor 
necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) stimulated chondrocytes with enzymatically isolated tSVF 
cells was investigated. A significant increase in number of chondrocytes was noted after 
twenty-one days of culture when chondrocytes were co-cultured with tSVF in various 
ratios, especially in ratios 50/50 and 25/75. Chondrocytes co-cultured with tSVF in 
ratio 25/75 were functional because the amount of sGAS produced was comparable 
to single cultured chondrocytes. Moreover, expression of IL-1 β and COX2 by TNF-α 
stimulated chondrocytes was significantly reduced by tSVF. These in vitro results show 
the anti-inflammatory and proliferative effect of tSVF on chondrocytes. 

The main goal of this thesis was to study skin rejuvenation by tSVF on skin alterations 
caused by ageing and dermal scarring. Skin quality decreases over time due to ageing, 
fibroproliferative diseases of the skin or scarring. These causes can be divided 
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into two types of processes: physiological process (ageing) or pathological process 
(fibroproliferative diseases or scarring). Many studies have described a potential effect 
of lipofilling on skin rejuvenation whether decrease in skin quality has a physiological 
or pathological cause. In chapter 7, an extensive overview is given of the literature 
regarding the anti-scarring effect of lipofilling in both clinical and animal studies. This 
review underlines the lack of well-designed prospective randomized clinical trials in 
the field of regenerative plastic surgery, especially when lipofilling or any component 
of adipose tissue e.g. ASCs, SVF is used as anti-scarring treatment. However, many 
case reports and retrospective studies suggest a clinical effect of lipofilling on dermal 
scars in terms of softening of the skin, improvement in color and thinning of the skin. 
Although formal proof derived from randomized prospective trials is lacking, data 
from these case reports and clinical studies has led to the acceptance of lipofilling as 
a treatment of burn scars nowadays. The underlying mechanism can be ascribed to 
three main processes, which are involved in dermal wound healing as well: stimulation 
of angiogenesis, remodeling of extracellular matrix and immune modulation. These 
cellular processes are stimulated by ASCs through secretion of growth factors, cytokines 
and proteins.

Due to a lack of well-designed prospective randomized clinical trials, we designed a 
prospective randomized double-blinded placebo-controlled multi-center clinical trial 
investigated the effect of tSVF on early wound healing in order to prevent or reduce 
scar formation. In chapter 8, tSVF was produced by means of the FAT procedure and 
injected after a breast reduction, while the contralateral breast served as placebo control. 
In total, 34 female subjects were treated (34 versus 34). The results of this study showed 
a significant improvement in scar appearance after six months. Many of the included 
patients noticed a faster healing of the wound in the first weeks postoperative. Twelve 
months postoperative scar appearance was comparable between the tSVF and control 
group. This indicates that tSVF probably plays only a significant role in early wound 
healing rather than have a role as an anti-scarring treatment. 

In chapter 9, the effect of autologous lipofilling in combination with platelet-rich 
plasma (PRP) on ageing related skin changes was studied in a prospective randomized 
placebo-controlled clinical trial. In this study, PRP was added to stimulate ASCs 
present in lipofilling in order to enhance the regenerative effect by autologous 
lipofilling. Skin improvement was measured using the cutometer to measure elasticity 
and a questionnaire to evaluate the opinion of participating subjects as well as their 
return to work in days. In total, 32 female subjects were treated with either autologous 
lipofilling with platelet rich plasma or autologous lipofilling with placebo control. 
After twelve months of follow-up, no significant difference was noted in skin elasticity 
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nor patient satisfaction between both groups. Although, a regression analysis of the 
‘true skin elasticity’ parameter as a function of age reversed from negative to positive, 
especially after treatment with lipofilling in combination with PRP. Yet, this reversal 
was not significant and only notable on one of the two measurement locations in the 
face. The addition of PRP to lipofilling resulted in a significant faster return to work in 
comparison with autologous lipofilling alone. In conclusion, lipofilling with or without 
PRP does not contribute to skin rejuvenation. To further increase the regenerative 
capacity of lipofilling with PRP, tSVF was used as additive in order to improve skin 
alterations due to ageing. A comparable prospective clinical trial, as mentioned in 
chapter 9, was subsequently performed in chapter 10. In this study, 28 female subjects 
were treated with either lipofilling with PRP in combination with tSVF or lipofilling 
with PRP in combination with placebo control. Skin improvement was measured 
using the cutometer to measure elasticity, tewameter to measure transepidermal 
water loss, VISIA camera to analyze superficial spots, wrinkles, skin texture, pores, 
vascularity and pigmentation as well as the FACE-Q questionnaires to evaluate the 
opinion of participating subjects. No significant improvement of skin rejuvenation nor 
improvement in patient satisfaction was seen after lipofilling and PRP with or without 
tSVF. Results in chapter 10 confirmed our findings of the previous published trial in 
chapter 9 and showed that the addition of tSVF does not improve skin alterations 
caused by ageing related factors. 

In contrast to the results published in chapter 9 and 10, many studies in literature 
suggest that lipofilling or any regenerative component of adipose tissue e.g. SVF or ASCs 
contribute to facial skin rejuvenation. The aim of chapter 11 was to systematically 
search in literature to all available studies regarding facial skin rejuvenation by 
lipofilling, SVF or ASCs. Medline, EMBASE (OvidSP) and the Cochrane central register 
of controlled trials databases were searched until May 2018. Studies evaluating the 
effect of lipofilling on facial skin quality were included. Skin quality improvement was 
defined as improvement of skin elasticity, texture and color or histological improvement. 
In total, nine studies treating 301 patients were included. Most of the studies reported 
improvement of skin elasticity or texture or a more homogenous color of the skin after 
facial lipofilling, however the majority of studies lacked a well-designed study protocol 
with validated outcome measurements. One study with a proper study design showed 
no improvement of skin elasticity after facial lipofilling. All histological studies failed 
to correlate histological changes to clinical improvement and thus it remains unknown 
whether histological changes result in clinically relevant improvements. Hence, facial 
lipofilling, SVF or ASC injection does not significantly improve skin quality. 
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The key therapeutic components of tSVF consist of a cellular fraction i.e. ASCs and 
tissue fraction i.e. extracellular matrix. ASCs are one of the regenerative key players 
in the cellular fraction of tSVF and are able to stimulate other cell types by released 
paracrine factors. In chapter 12, extracellular matrix was isolated through an extensive 
decellularization protocol and enzymatically micronized using pepsin to subsequently 
form a self-assembly hydrogel. This hydrogel was loaded with conditioned medium 
from cultivated ASCs containing the complete secretome of ASCs in order to stimulate 
angiogenesis as well as fibroblast proliferation and migration in vitro. This study showed 
that extracellular matrix isolated from tSVF plays an important role in binding and 
releasing growth factors released from ASCs in a controlled fashion. Moreover, these 
factors are still biologically active over time e.g. stimulate angiogenesis as well as fibroblast 
proliferation and migration. No differences were observed between extracellular matrix 
isolated from diabetic patients and non-diabetic patients. Besides in chapter 5,  we 
have showed the anti-inflammatory effect of tSVF on pro-inflammatory chondrocytes 
in vitro. These findings indicate that tSVF is able to stimulate angiogenesis, remodel 
extracellular matrix and acts immunomodulative in vitro. 

The extracellular matrix derived hydrogel loaded with released factors from ASCs 
might be a therapeutic option itself in the future as well. This hydrogel is suitable for 
allogenic transplantation and contains all regenerative key components of tSVF. Yet, 
the production of the extracellular matrix derived hydrogel consist of an extensive 
decellularization process requiring cytotoxic reagents. Hence, in chapter 13 we have 
studied the cytotoxic effects of these hydrogels on connective tissue i.e. fibroblasts. 
Cytotoxicity was studied using a metabolic activity assay (MTT) and show that the 
extracellular matrix derived hydrogels were non-cytotoxic. Therefore, clinical use of 
these hydrogels might be an interesting possibility in the future. 
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